Wappic
Web Application for Inclusive Creativity

1 Brief Overview

Wappic, as its name suggests, is a web application (http://withsmiles.com/wappic) utilising
the HTML 5 Canvas API and HTML 5 Web Audio API. It was designed as a tool for
composers to quickly build adaptable performance interfaces, allowing a performer using
touch or mouse input to manipulate various parameters in an audio route graph.
The application has two simple Guided User Interfaces (GUI). The performance screen
and the set up screen. It was envisaged that a composer would use the set up screen to
add samples, filters, oscillators and delays for use in a composition. In the set up the
composer also chooses what samples and oscillators will have buttons. This begins the
process of choosing how the audio will be controlled.
WAPPIC PERFORMANCE SCREEN EXAMPLE
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WAPPIC SET UP SCREEN EXAMPLE SEE APPENDIX 1.1

The two previous images show the performance screen in performance mode and the set
up screen that creates that performance interface. The set up screen in fact extends below
the window and is scrolled out of view.
It is clear that quite complex audio environments can be created with very simple
interfaces. The performer can use the buttons to select samples and either draw on the
buttons themselves to change various parameters or use the ‘canvas’ to draw onto. A trace
of their touch or mouse interactions is drawn onto the canvas.
The performance screen also has an edit mode. In this state it is possible to resize buttons
and to also decide on the parameters affected by the button or canvas. The button can
simply select the sample for performance on the canvas only, it can behave as a control
object by drawing on it or it can act as a toggle button, starting playback of a sample or
oscillator. Various parameters, depending on what the composer has created in the set up
screen, can be controlled by drawing on the screen or buttons. Mouse or touch positions
effect the audio route graph by exposing the x-axis and y-axis values to the application.

2 Graphic Scores and the Canvas Trace

The HTML5 Canvas API allows multiple ways to manipulate and create images or videos
on a web page. Wappic simply draws circles wherever the performer touches. This is the
canvas trace. It serves to let the performer know what they have done previously and it
fades the more they draw. However, it can also be a useful tool in creating basic graphic
scores. Leaving the trace on the screen can become messy for performance but a
composer may want to use a whole trace to express his/her wishes to a performer. To do
this the composer needs to add what is known as a query string to the web pages URL.
The query string is ?keeptrace=true i.e. the whole URL becomes https://withsmiles.com/
wappic?keeptrace=true Wappic will not fade the trace if it detects this query string. The
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composer need only capture the screen using whatever methods are available on their
device.

AN EXAMPLE OF A POSSIBLE GRAPHIC SCORE USING THE KEEP TRACE QUERY STRING AND A SCREEN CAPTURE SEE
APPENDIX 2.1 AND APPENDIX 2.2

3 Alternative Performance Option

As of recently, Wappic includes a new performance option. Recently, I was given access to
a Leap Motion Controller. This application has been used with disabled musicians so far
and with the Leap Motion Controller, hand gestures can be detected without the user
touching an interface. The Leap Motion controller contains infrared cameras that allow it to
sense depth, possibly adding a z-axis to the control options in Wappic. The z-axis option,
however, has not been implemented at this time. X and Y axes have been added. Wappic,
instead of simply drawing a trace, will draw a representation of a hand, using the data sent
by the Leap Motion Controller, that gives finger and palm positions, among other data. In
Wappic, the palm position controls the x and y axes and with a closed fist, will not perform.
With an open hand the application performs as if being manipulated by mouse or touch.
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THE LEAP MOTION CONTROLLER IS BELOW THE HAND. THE IMAGE ONSCREEN IS DRAWN BASED ON THE DATA FROM THE
CONTROLLER. AUDIO IS ALSO MANIPULATED WITH THIS DATA SEE APPENDIX 3.1

4 Audio Nodes and Object Oriented Programming Explained

The Web Audio API uses what it refers to as nodes. These nodes are connected to each
other in what is called the audio route graph. An example of javascript creating an audio
route graph is as follows:
var audioContext = new AudioContext();
var oscillator = audioContext.createOscillatorNode();
oscillator.frequency = 440;
var aGainNode = audioContext.createGainNode();
aGainNode.gain.value = 0.5;
oscillator.connect(aGainNode);
aGainNode.connect(audioContext.destination);
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oscillator.start();

This code creates an oscillator, sets its frequency to 440Hz, then creates a gain node and
sets it to half its volume. Gain nodes can do more than change audio volume and may use
numbers greater than 1 but that’s not its purpose in this instance. Then the process of
connecting each node together into the audio route graph begins. The oscillator is
connected to the gain node and the gain node to the destination which represents the
speakers on the device running the code.
This is the basic method used throughout the Web Audio API but, with a little forethought,
a programmer can see how this does not allow for dynamic creation of nodes and can also
become very messy very quickly. Take, for example, a delay effect. The delay node in the
Web Audio API does simply what its name suggests. It delays any incoming signal before
it outputs it. This isn’t the echo effect that most people associate with delays, such as
those found on many guitar pedals. To create that effect one must connect the delay to a
gain node that has a gain value less than 1 and then connect the gain node back to the
delay. This alone in an audio route graph can make writing code very tricky and messy.
To solve these problems and give the composer a simpler means of creating an audio
route graph, I used Object Oriented Programming (OOP). Simply put, this means that each
node that the composer adds is an instance of an object I have coded for. The object has
many properties and some are the same for all objects. OOP uses the concept of
inheritance. That is to say all objects created have the same parent in this particular case.
A gain object created in Wappic has a parent who has a graphical representation. The
same is true for all objects created in Wappic. This is where all objects share the same
properties. They all have a graphical representation that is drawn onto a HTML5 canvas.
Every graphical representation has buttons added to them. Pluses, minuses, an ID and an
X to delete the node. These buttons serve various functions but of immediate importance
are the plus and minus. By dragging from a plus symbol on a node to the coloured label of
another node the application connects them in much the same way that was demonstrated
in code before. The minus button does the opposite. All that is needed to create the code
before is shown in the image below. An oscillator connected to a gain node which in turn is
connected to the destination. As the destination is the final point for any audio route graph,
it does not have a plus button nor does it have a delete button but it is an object in Wappic
like any other node. It is automatically created when the application loads.
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SEE APPENDIX 4.1

As a demonstration of how this simplifies the process of creating an audio route graph, the
image below shows a delay effect using feedback from a gain node. The code for this can
be quite tricky and confusing but this graphical representation allows for quick creation of
such effects. The nodes labelled Wet Mix and Dry Mix are gain nodes. The code in Wappic
needed some special attention for this kind of feedback. It specifically looks for it and limits
the process of connecting because a loop of this kind would create a stack overflow. It
would infinitely try to connect the delay and feedback causing an error. Knowing of this
possible use, I took it into consideration when writing the original nearly 4,000 lines of code
that make up Wappic.
DELAY EFFECT USING A DELAY NODE AND FEEDBACK FROM A GAIN NODE SEE APPENDIX 4.2

5 Sample Playback
Adding a sample to Wappic is very easy. This only uses a source node. When the
composer clicks on the ID of the source object he/she has added on the set up screen,
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many options appear on a modal pop up. They have the option to load an audio file of their
choosing. The code for decoding the audio data and putting it into a buffer for playback
can be awkward but with Wappic it’s as simple as choosing an appropriate file. The Web
Audio API allows for .wav, .mp3 and .ogg files to be loaded and decoded into an audio
buffer.
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A FILE TITLED SPUTNIK_SPECTRAL.WAV LOADED INTO A SOURCE NODE

It is also possible to load a file via a URL. However, in practice this is not as straight
forward. For security purposes the server containing the audio must allow another site to
access audio files. Most are set not to allow this for obvious reasons. If the composer
wished to use files on their site they would need to set a Cross Origin Resource Sharing
(CORS) policy on their server. This requires specialised knowledge and can be a security
risk to their site if the composer doesn’t understand fully what they are doing. By default a
button is created for a source node in the performance screen.

6 Performance Screen Edit Mode

The performance screen edit mode is toggled by clicking/tapping the Buttons button. Any
buttons on the screen can be resized and moved around in this mode. Clicking on the ‘i’
beside any button opens a modal popup and allows the composer to change the behaviour
of the button and how any sample or oscillator will behave when the performer draws on
the button or canvas. Source nodes automatically have a button assigned to them and the
x-axis will effect the playback rate of the sample. With just a source or oscillator node
present in an audio route graph there will be no other options to change parameters but
the properties of the node itself. Certain built in properties of the nodes cannot be changed
such as the gain property of the source node.
If a source/oscillator node is connected to other nodes in an audio route graph then their
properties also appear in the modal popup and can be changed by drawing on the canvas
or button. Below shows the properties of a source node and also the delay, feedback gain
and dry and wet mixes of the audio route graph created as a demonstration earlier in this
document.
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7 Subtractive synthesis

One of the nodes available in Wappic is the Biquad Filter node. This node allows the
composer to add many types of filter to the audio route graph. The filters available are:
• Lowpass
• Highpass
• Bandpass
• Lowshelf
• Highshelf
• Peaking
• Notch
• Allpass
SEE APPENDIX 7.1
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The centre frequency of these filters among other properties appears in the modal popup
for a button that has the biquad filter node in its audio route graph. Changing this can be
quite effective. Perhaps to emulate a Wah Wah pedal for instance.

8 Low Frequency Oscillator (LFO)

Oscillators can be used for more than creating waves for playback. They can act as LFOs
by connecting the node, not directly to another node but to one of its properties. The best
way to do this is via a gain node connected to an oscillator. This way we can increase or
decrease the effect of the oscillator. Oscillators go between -1 and 1. To make this greater
we can connect an oscillator to a gain node with a value greater than 1. The gain node can
then, for instance, be connected to the gain property of a gain node creating a tremolo like
effect, or maybe to the frequency of another oscillator creating a vibrato effect or siren type
sound. The size of the gain value of the gain node connected to the oscillator will
determine the amount of change. Plus or minus its value.
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The following image shows a gain node being connected to another gain node’s gain
parameter by typing in the parameter name after dragging a line to the node. The LFO can
directly effect that parameter now but it doesn’t end there.

SEE APPENDIX 8.1

In the above example the oscillator with ID 0003 is the only oscillator I wish to have a
button for. I will not be able to start the other oscillator to create the LFO effect. However,
as well as having an option to add a button in the modal popup for oscillator and source
nodes, there is an option to start another node simultaneously by simply adding in its ID. In
the following image I have told the oscillator to start the node with ID 0001. That is the ID
for the LFO, also shown in this image.

9 Generative Audio

It is possible within Wappic, with some knowledge of Javascript, to programmatically
generate audio. There are in fact two such options available.
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Within the source node’s modal popup is a text area that allows the composer to add
Javascript. It is here that the composer can generate audio in an audio buffer and attach it
to the source node. The following example is taken from the composition Galvanised by
the author. The code uses the binary information sent by the Arecibo radio
telescope in Puerto Rico on 16 November 1974. It was a display of the telescope’s
capabilities. The zeros and ones are simply written into a buffer and attached to the source
node. The source node’s playback speed is set to 0.0008. An extremely slow playback rate
allowing for the pops and clicks of the zeroes and ones to be heard clearly.
var arecibo
="000000101010100000000000010100000101000000010010001000100010010110010101010101
01010100100100000000000000000000000000000000000001100000000000000000001101000000
00000000000001101000000000000000000101010000000000000000001111100000000000000000
00000000000000011000011100011000011000100000000000001100100001101000110001100001
10101111101111101111101111100000000000000000000000000100000000000000000100000000
00000000000000000000100000000000000000111111000000000000011111000000000000000000
00000110000110000111000110001000000010000000001000011010000110001110011010111110
11111011111011111000000000000000000000000001000000110000000001000000000001100000
00000000001000001100000000001111110000011000000111110000000000110000000000000100
00000010000000010000010000001100000001000000011000011000000100000000001100010000
11000000000000000110011000000000000011000100001100000000011000011000000100000001
00000010000000010000010000000110000000010001000000001100000000100010000000001000
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00001000001000000010000000100000001000000000000110000000001100000000110000000001
00011101011000000000001000000010000000000000010000011111000000000000100001011101
00101101100000010011100100111111101110000111000001101110000000001010000011101100
10000001010000011111100100000010100000110000001000001101100000000000000000000000
00000000000011100000100000000000000111010100010101010101001110000000001010101000
00000000000001010000000000000011111000000000000000011111111100000000000011100000
00111000000000110000000000011000000011010000000001011000001100110000000110011000
01000101000001010001000010001001000100100010000000010001010001000000000000100001
00001000000000000100000000010000000000000010010100000000000111100111110100111100
0";
var buffer = audioCtx.createBuffer(2, arecibo.length, audioCtx.sampleRate);
for(var i =0; i <2;i++){
var channel=buffer.getChannelData(i);
for(var j =0; j<arecibo.length;j++){
var value=parseInt(arecibo[j]);
channel[j]=value;
}
}
return buffer;

SEE APPENDIX 9.1

Using the script processor node we can do similar things. We can alter the data being sent
from a source node and manipulate that data or we can simply replace it with
programmatically generated sound such as simple noise by generating random floating
point numbers between -1 and 1. It’s really down to the composer at this point.

10 Persistence
All the abilities of this web application would be of no use if the user refreshed the screen
and all was lost. For this reason I had to find an effective way to add persistence to this
application. When the user clicks the floppy disk icon they can load or save a file. The files
created are .wap files but effectively they are XML files. For most desktop Digital Audio
Workstations, etc. audio files are not usually saved in the applications file but a link to
them on the computers file system is saved instead. This reduces the size of the save
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files. This isn’t possible on a web application. The reason is quite simple. No one wants a
web page to be able access their desktop file system when they load a web page. It’s a
security risk. Therefore, the audio files are converted to data URLs which effectively
means they are converted to text. When they are loaded back into the application they are
converted to an array buffer for use in an audio buffer. The .wap file can also be stored in
the browsers local data for use as a default file when visiting or refreshing the page.

11 Final Thoughts and Future Developments
Wappic has proven to be a very useful tool when creating interfaces for performers and
especially performers with disabilities, whether cognitive or physical. However, use with
disabled musicians has exposed the potential to develop it further. The addition of Leap
Motion Controller technology has created the potential for more expressive performance
options. With only two axes of expression available from a drawing application, the
possibility of adding more axes and gestures begs for more development and research. At
this moment and time the Leap Motion Controller allows a performer with cerebral palsy to
use a table as a large iPad, not needing to raise their arms and causing fatigue but what of
the performer with Down’s Syndrome who loves to express themselves by dancing with
their arms and hands. It is clear with more research and development, Wappic could have
much more to offer.

Appendix
The following is a list of examples given in this paper and come in the accompanying USB
drive. There are images, videos and a collection of .wap files. To load .wap files into
Wappic, visit the application at http://withsmiles.com/wappic, click the floppy disk icon, then
choose file or whatever way it appears in your browser and navigate to the file in question.
All audio samples are bundled in the .wap file. Internet Explorer is extremely inconsistent
in its implementation of HTML5 APIs and cannot run Wappic. Please use Chrome, Safari
or Firefox in that preferential order. iOS devices have been tested and work well but
Android devices have not been tested.
1.1 Galvanised-Example.wap
2.1 Graphic-Score-Example.jpg
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2.2 Rehearsal-Using-Wappic.m4v
3.1 Leap-Motion.MOV
4.1 Simple-Oscillator.wap
4.2 Simple-Delay-Effect.wap
7.1 Biquad-Filter-Example.wap This file has a sample playing through a bandpass filter.
Drawing up and down will create a wah wah like effect. Left to right has no effect in this
example.
8.1 LFO-Example.wap… two examples of uses for LFOs are shown here. A siren effect
and a tremolo effect.
9.1 Galvanised-Example.wap…. Open the set up screen, click the Arecibo source node ID.
You can find the Javascript in the text window in the modal popup.
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